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Open call
Season 2022/2023

Deadline: 30 June 2022
Did you graduate
from a Dutch or
Belgian art academy
in 2021 or 2022?

for the
Apprentice
Master
program

KUNSTPODIUM T
is a platform in Tilburg dedicated to
the development of talent for artists
during different stages of their
careers. By giving artists the
opportunity to talk with peers,
experienced experts and exhibit
their work, we allow them to grow
both artistically and professionally.

… and what is the
Apprentice Master program?
Apprentice Master program (A/M) is a program
of Kunstpodium T for recently graduated
artists. Artists that graduated from art schools
in Belgium or the Netherlands over the last two
years can participate. The program is a way to
experiment with your art, exhibit and create a
new, durable network. Each season around
40 new artists are selected to work in groups of
4 peers: the Apprentices. They are paired with
an experienced, renowned artist: the Master. In
an equal collaboration, every group goes into an
individual track where they can develop their art
and talk about their experiences, leading to an
exhibition. The program is offered at no cost for
the participant. Participation is compensated
with an exhibition fee.

SEASON HIGHLIGHTS &
JAN NAAIJKENSPRIZE
At the end of the program there is a concluding
exhibition: Season Highlights. Connected to
this exhibition is the Jan Naaijkensprize: a prize
for the preservation of artistic talent in
Noord-Brabant. Since 2014 this prize has been
connected to the Apprentice Master program.
For this prize the managing director and
Yearmaster nominate four groups that have
challenged themselves the most, both artistically and personally, and have shown the value
of the collectivity of the program. These groups
are invited to exhibit collectively in the
Season Highlights exhibition. An independent
jury awards one of the participating groups
with the Jan Naaijkensprize. The jury consists
of a diverse group of professionals from the art
world. The prize consists of a money fee and
the possibility for group exhibition in another
art institute.

(Year)Masters of previous seasons include:
• Melanie Bonajo
• David Claerbout
• Charlotte Dumas • Marcel van Eeden
• Zoro Feigl		
• Raquel van Haver
• Folkert de Jong
• Anouk Kruithof
• Navid Nuur		
• Ahmet Öğüt
• Koes Staassen
• Anne Wenzel
• Niek Hendrix
• Yasser Ballemans

Prior satellite locations:
• P-OST		
• Onomatopee
• Odapark
• InBetween, BE
• TeTem		
• Hotel Maria Kapel
• CIAP, BE		
• Pennings Foundation
• Momart		
• Pinkie Bowtie, BE
• Omstand		
• Artbar Kippy
• 019, BE		
• De Brakke Grond

Requirements to participate
The Apprentice Master program is for recent
graduates with an autonomous practice.
Graduates from studies (BA or MA) from art
academies (BE + NL), such as fine arts, design,
photography, textile etc. are welcome to apply.
Self-taught Artists who have just started their
autonomous practice may also apply. What’s
most important is your drive to gain experience
in the art world, being an active part of our
community of fresh new artists and eagerness
to develop yourself and your art!
What we offer in the program?
• A vibrant network, a community of young
and renowned Artists and art professionals.
• In-depth feedback on your work.
• The possibility to experiment and develop
your artistic practice.
• The opportunity to exhibit.
• A safe space to be yourself
• Information about the professional and
entrepreneurial side of your practise.
• Free participation during the kick-off
inspiration week.
• Possibility to win the Jan Naaijkens prize!
• An Artist fee for the exhibition
• Possibility to win the Jan Naaijkens prize!

YEARMASTER
Every year we have a guest curator to help with
the selections and program; the ‘Yearmaster’. For
the season of 2022/2023 we invited artist Mickey
Yang as Yearmaster. Her focus for this season is as
follows: ‘I was allowed to accomplish my finest and
most valuable projects in project spaces where I
was trusted, given time and space to test out ideas,
and felt unlimited artistic freedom. Unfortunately,
experimental project spaces that encourage
this are becoming increasingly rare. As
a Yearmaster, I want to give starting
artists the opportunity to make
their spaces completely their own
in a surprising way.’
About Mickey:
Mickey Yang (Eindhoven 1988) is
a visual artist who studied at the
Royal Academy of Art in The Hague
and was artist-in-residence at the
Jan van Eyck Academy (2020-2021).
In Yang’s installations, sculptures come
to life, synchronized with narrative elements
such as video and sound. Her work explores themes of
mass culture and the subjective experience of collective
memory. Craftsmanship, traditional or otherwise, plays a
major role in her work. In her laborious processes Yang
slows down. This creates a meditative way of working that
allows her to gradually discover the character of a work.
Recent works such as ‘Closed Eyes’ and ‘Upaya’ appeal to
the collective memory and point to assumptions, which
she overturns without judgment. Yang thus maps out a
path of (mis)interpretations and meanings, challenging
the viewer to question what is suggested. Yang has
exhibited at P/////akt Amsterdam, KM21 The Hague,
Kunsthalle Osnabrück and Kunstvereniging Diepenheim,
among others.
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Schedule of the A/M program 2022/2023
June 30th 2022:

Deadline application!

Aug. 2022:

Announcement of selection. The selected
Apprentices are asked to make a short video
presentation about themselves and their work.

Sept 6-9 2022:

Kick-Off week + start group trajectories.

Nov. - July. 2023:

Group exhibitions

Aug. 2023:

Season Highlights exhibition + Jan Naaijkensprize

th

What do we expect?
• Dedication to the program: The more effort you put into the 			
program, the more you can develop your own and each other’s 		
practice and make a better outcome!
• Spending a minimum of 2 days per month on the program.
• Attend the Kick-Off week 6-9 September 2022.
• Availability to install your exhibition the week prior to your opening
(and deconstruct the day after);
• Attend the openings of the program to connect with your peers.

Send us your motivation and portfolio
including all the criteria via apply@kunstpodium-t.com
with subject ‘Application Apprentice Master 2022-2023’
before 30 June 2022! Send files over 2mb via a Wetransfer-link
in your application e-mail.
Portfolio Specifications:

The portfolios should be send in digitally as one PDF and contain the following:
• Written in English (if you speak Dutch, feel free to add this).
• Name, address, private email address (no student mail), phone number,
website and/or Instagram link.
• Description of the visual work / artist statement (max. 200 words)
• Approx. 10 images of recent work (including date, proportions, materials and
technology).
• A picture of yourself.

Specifications for the motivation text:

•
•
•
•

What are your goals after graduating?
Name 3 artists who inspire you
What do you wish to gain with the program?
Why would you like to get a chance to participate in the A/M program?

Come and develop your art practice! Discover the art world
while meeting many new, young and experienced artists.

White Cube - Safe Space
Kunstpodium T endorses the Code of Cultural Diversity
and Inclusivity. Kunstpodium T aims to be an accessible
and open place for everyone, regardless of background,
identity, gender, age, disability and so on. One of our
goals is to guarantee equality, diversity and inclusion.
We want the selection of Apprentices and Masters to be
a reflection of the cultural field and society.
The Yearmaster, Masters, board + team members and
volunteers all provided a VOG statement and signed our
social house rules.
By participating in projects at Kunstpodium T, we expect
that you will contribute to a pleasant atmosphere!
Social house rules Kunstpodium T click here
The first part of the selection procedure will be
anonymised. Personal information (plus website and
Instagram), and portraits* will be removed before being
reviewed by our team and Yearmaster. This way we can
focus on your motivation and quality of your work, and
not be guided by any prejudices.
Feedback on these matters is always welcome.
This is something we are constantly developing!
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* if the autobiographical is an important aspect of your work, this
of course does not apply.

Team Kunstpodium T
Klaartje Esch

• Managing Director

• klaartje@kunstpodiumt-t.com

• +316-18081128

Frederique Scholtes

• Project Coordinator

• frederique@kunstpodium-t.com

• +316-43675313

Pieter Dobbelsteen

• Business Coordinator

• pieter@kunstpodium-t.com

Priscilla Berkheij

• Communication Specialist

• communication@kunstpodium-t.com
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